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Mr'. l\lbert Shanker is head of the single largest local 

union within the AFL-CIO, New York's United Federation of 

Teachers. He is much in the news because an explosive disagree-

ment between him and the superintendent ,of a school complex 

in an area predominantly Negro and Puerto Rican resulted in a 

strike of the teachers' union which lasted most of the fall' 
were 

-' of 1968. There/many issues, small and large, relevant and 

irrevelant, to educational administration that went into the 

str~ke. Even so, it confronted the community with several 

questions of national significance . 
of 

.'\mong them, what is tob&, 

tolerated under the rubric! community control? Mr. Shanker 

• 

'". ~ 

is a New Yorker, the son of a Polish Rabbi, who went to college 

at the University of Illinois, where he majored in philosophy. 
graduate work , 

and won honors, returning to New York for ~xa~HR~RXX~HNKR~ ; 

at columbia University. He has always been interested in 

public affairs. In 1936, at the age 'of eight, he wasacc~sting 

New-Yorkers going to the polls urging them to vote for Franklin' 

Roosevelt, the appropriate choice for eight-year-olds. At 
, . 

college he joined the ,~~HH~ Young People's Socialist League and 

in New York, the Liberal Party. He began by teaching mathematic , 

in the public schools', then he. joined the union, - and a few' 

. years ago was ~lected its head. I. should like to begin by , " 

asking Mr. Shanker whether he believes that the public school· 

, prOblem . in New York is signifi~antly worse tha~th~'prOblem 
. ~ . . - ~ 

• 
in: other major cities ,. say ,Chicago., Los Angeles ,or, Cleveland? 

'. (91969 W. F. Buckley···· 
,' . 

. ".,., 
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think 

SH: I xN±hk that that d~edx depends upon how one defines the 

BU: 

SR: 

problem. If we define the problem in educational terms, naml"'ly, 

if what you arl'" asking is the question: do children in New 

York city do as well or not as well, in terms of achievement, 

. or in terms of entering colleges, or in terms of other standards 

that one might set for a school system? then I think that New 

York C;ity is doing at least as well, and I believe better, than 

most of ~e other urban school systems in the country. 

Well, you said recently that although much progress has been 

made in the past 10 years, you cannot predict that the schools 

will avoid quotes disaster. That was your rut word. Now, that 

::i::x would apply equally to Chicago? In fact, 1: gather mores.o, 

since you are making in Y9ur judgment more prlOgress.than the 

public school systems in these other cities? 
we're , 

Wexx:j{!making either the same or more, but not, the amount that's 

more jumt isn't significant, that is, I k±x think that most. 

recent educational s:x research, whether it's been the Cullman 

Report, or other works, have,generaliy tend to. show that while 

school.s make some difference, they' don't make all of the differen 
, 

and they dc;n't make the major share of the difference, and that 

the family, and tha t the question of whether there is afaniily 

and the kind of job; and the socio-economic status and housi;;g 
. . .. '; .. , 

and all. these other things have a much greater effect·on.the 

achievements of children than \~hether you have a class size cof .. · 
i";~~·: ... - . . : . 

40 or 37 or 32: Now, I do however believe that the' New.York . 
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ID?lx BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU: . 

City school system is in a greater state of Naa deterioration, 

which is not educational, hut political. And after all our 

·pub1ic schools are political institutions and I think that what's 

going on here is quite different from what's going on in Boston, 

Philadelphia, Detroit and Washington, although 

How so? How· so? 

in degree not in kind. Well, I think that a decision ~ has 

been made, . and I :lci think it's been made by . the Mayor, I tlink 

it's been made by the Ford Foundation, I think it's been made 

by high es:ecutives in businesses, I think -it's been made by 

. some liberal reformers, a decision which. runs through various 

coalitions that may have existed before, conservatives, r~dicals, 

xSa reactionaries, _all through which, pretty much for 

aixxEXaH~ different reasons comes out on the side of community 

control. The liberal does it perhaps out of- a sense of guilt, 

black people have been slaves and persecuted for years, now , 
let's give them something. 

Well, why does the l&IIDOlEX conservative do it? 

Conservatives might do it out of a cynical sense. Well, they're 

pounding away, and they're always asking us for-more money, 
. , " 

and Federal aid to education; and compensatory educatio~, well, 

ix;stead of doing that, let's give them their own SChools"frld 
-. 

-then they'll have only_ themselves to hlame for-not achieving 

In which category would say, soloninsky (i) . fall? 

- I • 
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SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

. SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

. BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

. BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

I think that some people wo\,lld fall in a number of categories. 

I think that trying to put people in one 

__________ ~specified 

I haven't spoken to him on this, and'I haven't seen any of 

the materials that he's wxxkx written on it, but t would say' 

that solinsky (?) would probably fall into a category which 

hasn't talked about yet, and it's one that I can identify wi.th. 

Ilm in favor of a much greater degree of decentralization and 

community participation than now exists in our big cities. Not 

Even in unions? 

Yes. Even in umions . 

separ<ll:te unions? 

Oh, yes. 

But you work rather hard,for. (BOTH TALKING SIMULTANEOUSLY) 

Well, I don't know what you mean by separate unions. I'm not 

I believe that the workers have a right to organize in organiza4:: 

tions of their own choosing. If some of them decide to shoose 

another organization, that'll be their choice. We'll campaign 

against them, but 

How would ~x you do that? 

We'll campaign against them by issuing literature by sending 

speakers out. 

Why would. you do that? 

Why? Because 

Why wouldn't you let them have their own union? 
have 

. " 

.-

well, they 't!arJit!their own right now" and if some other group 

.'.'" ., 

• 

• 
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wants to come along, that group has aright to' come along, as 

a candidate competing for public office, and we see ourselves 

that way, too. We don't see ourselves as a permanent 

establishment, but as a candidate. which is constantly ~ompeting 

for the loyalties of an electorate, and 

\ 
BU: No, but if a particular, if the :kh teail::hers, let· us say, in a 

SR: 

/ 

BU: 

SR: 

particular school district, asked to have' their ownu'nion, would 

you oppose that? 

We would compete, well, let me put ttthis way, a lot would 

depend upon why and how. If the teachers in that district were 

selected by normal means, namely, they were selected on the 

basis of their college records, and prediction as to whe~her 

they were good teachers or bad teachers, and then as a group 

they came to the decision that they wanted somebody else to· 
would 

represent them, I think tliat they/have thatright. On the other 

hand, if you had a particula,r district that selected its 
, , 

teachers on the basis of if we 'hire you wiLl you get rid of tha.t 

union, then I would consider that to be rather unfair practice, 

and we would very much oppose that. 

Well, but suppose that particula:r:: union was considered as ax the 

relevant oppressor? For' ins tance, mightn't I vote for KIImIHl1JlI§X 
.. , 

somebody if he promises to get rid of this par.ticular governm~nt? 

Sure. All' :t'm saying is that NX if we're to be 'involved in a 

choice on ei,ther iii city~widEi basis or within a district on the 

bas is of relevant issues' to the employees and to the public, 

, " 

.. ,. 
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BU: 

SH: 
BU: 
SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

8M:\{ BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

thEm I say ,that's fair. But, if you have a selection, if you 

have wha tamounts to employer domim tion, as impli.ed , as tha t 

term is employed by national and state labor K~x~i~ relations 

boards;i, namely, it's not a 'free choice by employeeB, if--you have 

employer domination 

Who would be the employer2x in :thE a school situati.on? 

It would be, right now, it's the Central Boar1 of Education, 
and how are they elected? 
but under the decentralization it might be a local board of 

of education. 

HoW are they nameet? 

The Central Board? 

Yeah. 

The central Board at the present time is selected by the Mayor 

And who names the Mayor? 

well, the Mayor is'elected. 

OkaF~ So, doesn't it follow, therefore, that there is at least 

an assumed democratic backing there of the Board of Education, 

which hardly makes them an employer in the orthod4x sense, does 

it? 

Oh, no, that's like saying that the king could have' told any 

of his subjects ,to do anj,1:thing and they 

The king, is, _____ , the 'king 'isn't elec ted. 

.well, whether he's elected or not, you see the bU9iness,of 

assuming that an election'legitimizes something is one' of" our 

more recent prejudices. But, in the old ,days, there were 'other 

,ways of legitimizing authority. I, think that an (>lect:ed" 

" 

• 
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BU: 

SR: 

BU: 

SR: 

( 
\.. 

BU: 

(. ~ SR: 

, BU: 

authority has no more right to be autocratic, lie: dictatori"l, 

and to treat emp19yees as subjects, than a king does. I don't 

see why teachers or Gxnxe:x other public employees have to 

well do elected authorities have .the right to make laws? 

There is a constant difference 

The right to pass laws? 

There's a constant difference that's created in the public mind 
/ 

between a public employer and a private emj!lloyer, namely,the 

profit motive. But you know there's a motive that John Lindsay 

has and that the president of the· united states has, and the 

Governor of the state has, which is just as strong, a:s; and that's 

the motive to get re.elected, and part. of getting reelected is 

·keepirig taxes down, and one of the ways of keeping taxes down 

is to get hundreds· of thousands of workers who are performing 

essential services to· work .. for a lot leI's than. they ought to be . 
I think 

working for. And/this~is one of the things we oughta be concernE 

with in a democracy. ' Now,other democratic~countries, Canada, 
. , . - . -

England, Israel, permit collective. bargaining, arid more than that., 
, . ' -' 

they RXXl!mIX ::i::mpXeml!Dlx even permit strikes by public employees, 

unless there is a determination by a cour-t that there's an 

. well, I'm glad to hear that.· 

Called strikes by public employees unthinkable. and· inexcusable, 

• J' . " . ..:. 

, . '. \; :, 
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SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: . 

but that was,x¥~HX you think, a sort of an ancient SllP~~XHX±~ 

superstition? Well, let's pick up this argument again, because, 

and it's largely my fault, we've wandered into a number of alleys. 

BHX:j:: )first of all, let's tie up this whole buminess of why you 

see the possibility of disaster in New York schools, and by 

extension, in other public schools, in Chicago, and so on. What 

is it that's causing this disaster at an age when (a) we have 

more affluence than we've ever had before, so I'm told and 

secopdly. we have evolved a knowledge of gil\! education and of 

public school experience which ought at least to permit us to 

avoid disaster? Give me an idea of what Ji±a:s:disaster it is that 

you warn against. What could happen? 

Well, I think what can happen is, well, let me say this, I thinl, 

that what the. public school S:I8:NIlIIHXdxH should be do"ing, the big 

complaint of minority communities is that their children are 

not leaving schools with the ability to compete within our 

·society. 

compete with whom? 
to -

Well./compete with everybody else, and that essentially means 

(BOTH TALKJ:NG SIMULZlANEOUSLY), that essentially means the t they 

want their children to compete in.a middle-class world, and 

But, 900/0 of the graduates of America are from public schools'. 

That's right. 

So, who. can't they compete with? The 10%? .. ' . 

I'm saying that those who are black •. and who are puerto Rican,. 

who are Mexican, those· whose parents are earning less than. ' .. 
~. 
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BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU:. 

SH: 

$3,000 a year, or are on welfare 

Well, you're talking about racial minorities. 

I'm talking about racial minorities, I'm also just talking <;lbout 

the poor, and :kNR¥X there are many, many whites, more ·whi.tes 

but the issue in terms of an issue is a lot more explosive as 
it is 

a racial issue, at the present time, than/as an economic issue:s:x. 

Why? 

It's more dramatic, it's easier to see that way, the racial 

concentrations are in the big cities whereas the poor whites 
in a 

are spread across the country,/more even way, but it has corne 

to be largely racial, even though as a national problliem it's 

lar~ely an economic problem. But what I'm saying is that I will 

argue with the second part of :k~ your question. I don't think 

t~ t we know very much about education. ~ I think tha tXIP{ . 
education in 

probably the greatest lliXil§NX!8'i!'lIX progress that we've madein/t:he 

last few years is to start aClrnitting that we don't know very 

much and that there isn't a big body of knowledge, and that 

we're not too sure of what makes one child learn and another 

child not learn, and at what rate and so forth, and 

~REAK 

Yes, Mr. Shanker, I interrupted you. I'm sorry. '.-

Now, the explosion is the great disappoin;tment on the part' 

primarily of minority group.parents in xx our large cities~' - ..... .. , 
who say tha t the schools, you teacher~, you'bave been pa.idall .' 

of these years to teach our children,' and our children have not 
...... 

, . 

, . 

.. 
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BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

learned, they're not getting the jobs,they're not going to 

college, they're not graduating, or if they are graduating, 
they're getting 
XNB¥XNXXHXK meaningless 

You're talking about the ax racial minorities? 

That's right. They're getting meaningless pieces of paper which 

aren't worth anything. And therefore there is a kind of search 

for an immediate answer," a cure for educational cancer, and 

there are a number of approaches to this, and my appreach would 

be that the parent of the poor ought to have for their kids 

what the Rockefellers and the Roosevelts have done for their 

kids. Namely, if their kids didn't learn 

( BOTH TALKING SIMULTANEOUSLY) 

they got a tutor for them. They" individualized instruction. 

They spent a good deal of time working with a chi:Ld on a minute 

by minute, hour by hour basis, helping that individua:Lchild. 

And, what I am very much afraid of that's happening is that there 

is now a turning. Instead of developing some quality in the 

field of education, instead of trying to f\nd out "what works 

and what doesn't work, there is a kirdcif failure of nerve, and 
in 

that failure of nerve consists Gx!well, if they areye:Lling 

and screaming tha t the thing doesn't" work, and if we don't NX 

quite know what to do tomorrow, or if it's too expensive to do 
i 

something about it,let's turn it over to them and 

Well, yeah, but, now wait a minute, it seems to me", "well, "first 

of all, that you've said some very interesting things," but that 

the statistics seem to suggest that the dissatisfaction with the 

I • 

, . 
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SH: 

the public schools in New York City, at least, has' not been 

NRKXX¥XKX merely a phenomenon of the blacks and theXRHK Puerto 

Ricans, but it's also been a-phenomenon of the whites. Igive 

you, for instance, the following figure' namely that iriManhattan, 

and the figures aren't very much different, as you know, K± in 

theBronx and Brooklyn, almost 75% of the population in the public 
:is:Hxx is 0 f ,. 

schools xRx~/these racial minorities. Now, there must have 

been creeping dissatisfaction along the line, inasmuch as the' 

Negro 'and Puerto Rican representation in the population :in ¥~HX 
New York city 

Ei::k¥/is only 19".-b. Under the circumstances, we have more than 

thre~ tiInes as many Negroes and Puerto Ricans in the public 

schools in New York as one would expect consulting the populatmon 

. figures. Now, why? Why did so many white people leave the 

New York Public Schools:x system if not that they were dis-

satisfied withs.s.x:kxRXqRKxx:lql:x its performance? with the 

NX quality of teaching, if you like, with the organization of 

the schools, if you prefer, or whatever, what is your explanation 

for that? 

Well, J: think many of them: quite clearly! were not dissatisfied 

with the scho01s but many of them fled because of .. what they' 

conceived to be the results of mixing their children with ri 

e:i ther children of other races or' children who come .. from 'lowek' ..... " 

socio-economic groups, identifying ,all sorts of , problems, whether 
- ,: .... -' ~'. ," 

: -', ;: 

, . 

it's crime, whether it's violence, orariythin<;r<:lse, but-J: . , 

think there clerely, this' is not a jus tifi~at:i()n~:t would ra th(ilr 
. , . . ~. ' -

I condemn ±X it as a ina tter of fact(BO~TALK:L1ilG-iS:tMULTANEOUSLY) 
. ..., .. 
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BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

well, now, wait a minute, the same peoplw 

but I think that that's, that there is absolutely no question 

but that a good deal of the flight of the white middle-class fro: 

the public schools has been a flight from the new entrance into 

the school systems. 

But the same people have urged the colleges to integrate. Many 

of them are liberals who put a very high score on' integration, 

a number of them have urged ;¥ex Yale, and princeton, Columbia' 
had 

to admit Negroes. A number of them'l'lxKI!!/students in the Bronx 

High school of s~ience, which i:s: has always had Negroes without 

any particular difficulty, ilon't you think that, by and large, 

their protest has been, or at least they understand their 

protest to be, against a deterioration in the quality i:H of the 

schools? And here, you said a moment ago, that in fact A.D. 

1969 we know less and less perhaps about what it is that makes 

for high quality education. We find out from the 'Coleman Report 
from 

and/other studies that the size of the' class doesn',t seem to 

matter so much. We even find out that the quality of the 
, ' , 

teacher doesn't seem to matter so much. It seems't" be extra 
, , ' 

. " .. 

conventiona'l cons idera tions, and, we 1 re very, much in a quandary 

abou txxx it • Now, under the circumt:ances,db~; t: YOU~h~nk,t'l';~t, 
.:- '. ',.' ,.- s" ; '-,".' 'C ',' 

it, is legitimate for people to wonder whether looal,contr':'l 
,'. . . ..:.,", .. -'-' 

", '::" ":':.,' ,': ~-:r.J;;'\;-· 

of the s/:!hool mightn't be something:,tha t,we ought to toler,a'te , ji", 
, -, - . . . ~',- ... " . ". . . 

in fact even encourage, so <l!stofindout;h~the:t>tll~i~,m'l~~~' 
:-:-:::.:,-" : ,'," 

be some kind of a, synchronization 

........ 
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energy, for education in a,local community, and the adaptation 

of the educational, forms, and don't you stand in the way of that? 

SH: Well, some of the things that you've just said~ are re-

formulations of thing~ which I didn't say. I didn't say that 

we know less about what makes, for effectiveness in school. 'I 
• 

just said that we're now inte:Uigent enough to admit that ·we 

know very little. In the past, we've said that we knew all :sorts 

of things, but we really didn't. But, let me put it this way, 

I think that the view that local, I think we ought to take a 

look at this question of whether local control 'is gonna produce 

educational effectiveness or greater-e¢lucational aChievement, 

and I think that it's not necessar~X¥ to conduct any additional 

experiment,son that. We already have an experiment on that, 

"all across the united states o'f America, we have local control. 

We have local communities electing their own boards, adopting 

their own budgets. Those boards hire the superintendents, and 

hire the principals and they develop their procedures 'for doing 

everything else. NoW, there is absolutely no evidence whatsoever ' 

BU: 

that the children of Plainview, ,Long Island, where they have 

community control, do any better than the l&x c1J.ildren, of Forest 

Hills or. Riverdale, New York where parents make apPFoximately , 

the 'same amount of money, there'is also 

Yeah, butwa'it a minute, wait a minute" excuse me, because 

~ .;- . 

I 1m anxious to fol;tow your argument.-As Iunders~a;nait,£t:-is 
~ 0" 

generally ,accepted that the resentment of the l:>lackc~mmunity.' . . '=--. .. 
c- ' 

is something which has recently qrystallized, and I qtloteyou 
, ..• : ... __ . : _ .. _" -' ." ___ :,:., . .,~~:·~.;~'O.~':~:,,., :,,-: :..: , ,r , " .... :). 
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SH: 

EU: 

SH: 

as you said a few moments ago, that these xRa~kRxK pieces of 
paper 
a~pKx, these diplomas that they get, they find out in the free 

surely 
market aren't worth very much, which XXNX¥ is an indictment 

of these schools. Now, maybe they don't do well ECnough in 

Plainfield, Long Island, maybe they also don't do well enough 

in Forest Hills, New York, even though they might have an 
a 

equiva,lent intellectual performance, as measured on XNa standard 
'has happened' 

test, but as I understand what ::i:KxNa:!l!jimR:x~xin New York and 

other parts of the country is that there is a release of 

energy, and people want, themselves, the colored community, wants 

itself to fashion a IDiiXX::klax curriculum,standards, and so on ' , , 

to see whether or not they might come through with certain forms 

and adaptations which will break.:,xNi! this resl'lntment that 

you identified first. 

Oh, well, I'm very glad you put it that way, because that's 

just what I don't want. I don't want to break resentment. I'm 

interested in keeping resentment, and I'm interested in 

building resentment, I'm interested in channelizing resentment 
. , 

You're NGXXNX ~ord-p~~ying, now. 

No, I'm not word-playing. What I'm saying is this: I'm saying 

that affluent communities within New York city, without, communit: 

control, and ou-cside of New York City, if you will ,tell me 

how much money the parents mR~ll!, make in a ,given community',' then 

I can pretty much predict how the kids are doing in that' 

community, and if you go out to an area with community control, 

• 

• 

• 
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BU: 

SR: 

BU: 

SH: 

on Long Island, where you've got a bunch of poor kids from 

broken homes, with rotten hOU~;ing, with community control they 

are doing just as poorly and lliaybe worse than kids in the city.' 

of New York without community control. W±±~M± In other words, 

Oh, come on. 

. 'the mere participation of parOl1ts in an election once a year 

or once every two years have no effect onthe educational achieve-

ment for children. By the way, I want to challenge your other 

statement in your preface, which is y~:lUr xEmakx remark about 
very 

the Coleman Report showing toot class size doesn' t make/much' 

difference. Remember that Coleman could only test the 

differences in class size which were actually available in classe 

for him to measure. And he did show that between 40 and 30 

doesn't make very much difference. But he didn't show that there 

was no difference between 30 and 8 or 30 and Sor·30 and 3 

because there was no place for him to measure a class of ;3 or 

S.or 8. 

Yeah, I think that, I agree~xthat we're no~ talking about a 

thousand people in 'a class, but we Mmlxlitx, we' re- talking about: .-
a difference of 10 or 15 concerning which there has been some 

.'" 

By the way, most communities across the country are consolidating 

their districts because they i4:el that'they' re 'too IIIRsmall . ' ..... 
. " . . , 

and there doean't seem to be a big hue and cry thathymaking 

the district larger they will ~me~owwater down\heco~unitY ....• 

control arid they won't be as effective, they seem-to 

'. '-' -:. 

• 

• 
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BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

, .-~. 

that they will be more efficient,that they will run more 

economically, that they willbe able to offer .more educational 

~~ programs if they have larger systems and it seems to me 

that in both cases they're wrong .. !i:n:axx What they're, .in one 

case they're attributing educational failures:x to smallness 

and in other cases they're attributing it to largenes.s.when 

actually both are wrong. We havefai'_ed educationally mainly 

because we have a starved institution and we haven't been 

willing to train teachers,vrn we're s:xax satisfied with systems 

where we hire teachers on a basis, youknow the average tea·cher 

all acro'ss the country is employed for. three years, and then 

.leaves. And we know tha tit's a profess ion tha t people are 

supposed to come into at their convenience, and after a few 

years,· that's it. We don't train for it, we do very little 

research in it, we put people in big classes," we're satisfied 

with very little research in curriculum, and 

I think every profession, yeah , 
now we 

I NGNDxjust say that __ just change· the" size of tlie district, 

and everything is-going" to be terrific,. and I think we're just 

kidding people. 

No, now, wait a minute. It's wrong to assume that there is 

a magic solution, it is also wrong to assume that there is any 

profession in .the united states that doesnl.t have its complaints 

I, as a journalist, have mine,you, as a teacher, ha~e yours. 

But,. let's focus laX for a moment on a couple of postulates 

that you litXiKX~I!JX:ki&X transfuse.into·this discussion", one of 

:"""- ; 
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them being that there is HE a correlation a direct correlation 

between poverty and educational attainment. It seems to nie 

plain, if only by citing the Jewish experience in America, 

that this isn't true. The American Jews came here poor and in 

very short order had done brilliantly in every field of ___ _ 

SH: (BOTH TALKING SIMULTANEOUSLY) There's one other' example, and 

only one, tha t you can cite, and tha t' s the Chinese. These two , 

groups happen to be the only two groups that came both poor 

and literate. But we have groups that came poor and illitearate, 

you can't cite that example. 

B1!f: Well, after all, Jack Kennedy's grandfather was poor and 

semi-li tera te. 

SH: ·Oh, when you cite individuals, you know that you're not proving 

anything. We're talking about large groups of people. 

BU: Well, I '·m taking him as a synecdoche. It Seems to me not. 

SH: 

BU: 

, 

obvious that the Irish population in Boston is underprivileged. 

Of course, it is practieally the population of Boston, so you' 

(BOTH TALKING SIMULTANEOUSLY) 

It took a very long time for the Irish to moveup in this country 
I.: . 

and for the Italians and for practically every othergroupthat 

came to .this country without /. 

Yeah. '. Okay. I grant, all I am saying is that I appreciate 
-

your adding one more example to disprove your generC\lity~n:ruuely 

the Chinese. Then, I'm going XI& onto Saythat",,~at~~ems 
to me 1;9 make a differepce is what people 

, :,.' 
' .. '" 
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SH: 

seems tD me, and here I quote you once again, when you talk 

about the education available to the Rockefellers and the 

~an&HXH±Xx Vanderbilts, and so on, shouldn't a ~HZ school be as 

close to being a private school as is feasible at all? Why 

should we penalize students who go to a public school, or,the 

constituency to that school, in virtue of its being public. 

If a particular community desires so to fashion itE\ school; 

to what extent is it our concern that they fashion it in XHBX 
lines that 

m::kn~Xl!I:!l: you and I approve, or disapprove of? Why' ,should we 

distrust Negroes to fashion their own school, anymor~ than we 

distrust' our whites? You and I, tomorrow,' x:mil: the people wHl& 

xiB in this room are free to organize a school and 'do pretty 

we'll what we want with it,' subject to certain minimal s,tandards, 

why ought we to stand in the way of ~BXH other people BXBEKK 

,exercising the same perogative? 

BREAK 

Yes sir. 

I don't distrust Negroes any more than I distrust whites, xxliiX" 

in running schools, and I don't think tha tthe important 'thing 
institution 

is whether an ::i:xKti:k:RXlmis a public instit'utionor a private 

one. There are plenty of rotten privatei:Hs:i:x institutions, ,too, 

,probablY'justas many. Of course .. you have' the 9reatadvantage 

that,people are satisfied when they spend money and they 
.~".- . . 

exercise choice, even though:k:x they buy a ro.ttenprodu,ct\,But' 
: ::" 

I-happen to believe'that the education of 'citizens is just 
. .,..... 

too important to leave to tha,t sort' of ~echanisrit.',' .. =,.~ 

, I 
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trying to make somebody satisfied,I'm not trying to go out· 

into ,the black community and make people happy, or into a 

white community and make people happy. I am in the business 

of trying to see to it that children are educated, that they 

can leave school with a SUfficient amount of literacy and 

other skills so tl,at they can compete, so that they can earn 

more money, so that they can get decent housing; and if they 

, BU: Who, who, who appointed you a dictator of education in :1rna:XXXKS::k 

PX~a:M New York? 

SH: No, I'm not a dictator. It's, the same person who appoints,a 

( doctor a dictator of health when he -looks a,t somebody and if 

s somebody says to the doctor well, will you please do something 

to help my child die, or to help my husband die"it's the 

doctor's job to try to see to it.that that person's rescued. 

And it's a teachers job. to see to it that a person is educated 

BU: NoW, now wait a minute. 

SH: even if a lot of people in the, community don't give a damn about 

education, but may be interested in;:llot of .other political 

stuff. 

BU: 
./ I think this ,is, this ~s an audacious moment toput forward you~ 

claims" your desire for education when you,.just deprived ,a 

million students of four months of it, in pursuit of your 

'particular hostility to Mr. MCCOY. Now, if your concern for ,_, 

education Nk was your prima:rY concern, why did you 'permit 'a 

million students to go withou,t any education at allover a' 

... :". 
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SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

period of four months,while you were.having your inter-Nicaean 

war with a local colored administrator? 
our 

Well, t:hat: war wasn I t with' the local administrator, as you well. 

know, it was with the city authorities, ,and with the Mayor of 

the City of New York, who failed to comply with the decisions. 

of Judge Rivers and NX even with their own public statements. 

I think it was 

since 1ilX when were you concerned with t:k what judges tell you 

to do? They told you to stop striking'. 

Well, if the judge who ruled that the teachers. who belonged 

back in those schools, .had been listened to, then I sertainly 
enen 

wouldn't have/had to listen to any judge telling me about StOppil 
\ 

the strike. 
, 

(BOTH TALKING SIMULTANEOUSLY) You're confusing 
this 

what comes before and what "comes after in t:h!&situation. I 

think xt;s:x that it's a terrible thing ·that students lost all 

of this education, but I think it would have been a much' 
" 

worse thing if,. in every district in the e~ty of New York, 

a Rody McCoy and a Reveren~ Oliver had come up and. decided ak 

that today, without any due process, without any reasons, wi thou 

any legitimacy, had the right to 'fire anybody they wanted to 

simply on political grounds, on the grounds thatthey disagreed 

with them. 

Now, wait a minute, they didn't fire them,. did they? '. They 

transferred them. 

Well, when they transferred , when a district superinte'ndent' 
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BU: 

SH: 

tranSifers somebody to another district that's about as. 
legi tima te. as the 

xeg±x±maextR~ix±mR£ district superintendent of Yonkers transferr: 

somebody to the district of Chicago, and if I were about 

transfer you to another· television network, that· wouldn '·t be 
while· 

a transfer. If you got ax that letter and a little Whi±R from 

now, you would understand the meaning of that letter. And the 

teachers understood the meaning of somebody in a district 

transferring them elsewhere. Now, there were no other jobs 

for them elsewhere, the superintendent of schools of the city 

had not agreed to transfer them, the Central Board of Education 

had not agreed to transfer them, they weren't being transferred, 

they were being ousted from that district without regard as to 

whether they were gonna go anywhere else or not. 

Well, now wait a minute. As I.understand it, their salary was 

not jeopardized, is that correct? So that the issue of security 

is a false issue. It may be that 

It wasjeopardizeSi only because the district superintendent 

• 

ha:d no right to xxtrahsfer them out. (BOTH TALKING SIMULTANEOUE • 

And therefore they were LRR~RXX legally there. 

BU: Therefore, it was not jeopardized, therefore; the issue of job .. 
. 

security was not actually asI understand it evoked (?) 

SH: That isn't so. Look, if you take a guy who's a doctor or arawyer 

or you take somebody who's a television performer WIld you·tell. 
. .' . ..: ..': " ",' . 

him you're gonna pay him for the rest of J::!.is life, but. he can I t. 

practice his profession, don't tell me that you haven '.t:jeopqrdi: 

something. Yoti take 
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BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

Well, who said he can't practice his profession? 

Not there, he can't. He's been ous ted. 

WHXXZX Well, not thcne, but this is a completely different px~HX 

kXKm~X argument. 

Well, why do you raise these questions about the teachers, why 
that 

don't you ,ask the question aS,to why it is :kNE! Federal Judge 
no 

'rravia had XNH right to do this, and the state Court of Appeals 

has said he had no right to do this, and the Mayor Ra::s: said 

so, and the state Commissioner said so; and we waited from 

May 9 till september 9 ,f~f for those ,teachers to be returned 

there, and none of those public officials acted, and why do you 

then turn against the union and say well, why, after all these 

months and full-page ads in ,the Times and other papers pleadin~ 

with the Mayor and others to act in accordancawith their own 

public statements 

Look, look, don't make it sound like such a hardluck'story. 

I am perfectly sympathetic with the 19 teachers, but I also', 

recognize that if, in fact, there was going to be decentralization 
" . 

decentralization is meaningless unless the local KKkRXliI authority - , .-':' . ': 

assumes some. control. Now, if somebody took over the' editorsh'ip 

of my magazine, he might turn to some of the eclitorsthat I 

selected, and they might be brilliantly qualified editors, in 

fact they are, and say frankly I want to get other people, 
. ~' 

I understand this to be the meaning o{authqrity. 

well, that's because they aren't· (?) 'Qrillia'nt enough to form 

" ..,:, 
, .... : ... -.. " 

, , •. ,-

• 

• 

, , 
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BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

. BU: 

SH: . 

a strong union to pre1ient that. But the F,ord Motor company 

is a very strong company, and they've got hundreds of thousands 

of employees, and they've got xdxxx~ very strong management~ 

but that management cannot swoop down into the company , and pi<=,k 

.a worker from the assembly line, who has been working there-

satisfactorily for 20 years, and just say, you are tired. • 

Yes, but you see, Mr. Shanker, when you say they cannot do' so, 

it isn't really clear why they can't do so. Is it, can they not 

do so because they go to jail? Can they not s:x do so because . 

. somebody will take their money away from them that they need to 

support themselves? The answer· is, of course:, that you have 

so far as I can see reduced the quarrels in New York: and I.think. 

there's a lot of right on your side, you've~reducied the quarrels 

in New York to JliIiR the question who has the most power. You ' 

thirikabsolutely nothing of simultaneously telling .the. students 

tha t you want law and order and define law and order yourself, . 
" 

as you most conspicuously have done. You thinkriothing of 

I've never used .. that phrase 
leverage 

the i:WOlI!XR~e: (?), no that's right, you are too sensitive (?). 
. . 

~x You think nothing of .' the, using the leverage of' a million 

students who don't go to sch~ol ~n order to protect not even '. . 

job-security, but· the positioning of 19 teachers in Xbe:x a 

You're ignoring some history, thoughxx, 

: particular school •.. 

. I.· 

-.-. 
, '-. 

namely, tha.t. when these teachers were' oUEited on May. 9th ,we 

:- \ 

>," .. 
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BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU:, 

didn't go out on strike. We asked for arbitration, and the 

local board refused. And then we asked for mediation and the 

local board refused. And finally a ~XKXX Trial Judge Examiner, 

was appointed and we agreed to abide by the decisions xx of that 

Examiner. And later we agreed to abide by the decisions of the 

state Commissioner of Education, piior to his making them. And 

that we constantly over a numbec of months looked for a 

mechanism which would avoid conflict and which would not decide 

'it on the basis of power. even though we had had a substantial 

amount of power in the situation. 

Mr. Shanker, that's only comparable to the President oJ; the 

united states ordering the atomic liqu&dation of North Korea 
you 

if they don "t give us back the Pueblo. If ke:had done that, 

No, no 
him 

if you had said to :kXl!ml well, what steps :S:XllmXlii:xkHX~ did you 

take in between, (BOTH TALKING SIMULTANEOUSLY) itis perfectly 

easy to recite 

No" on the contrary, yes it's 

,the RNmNe:x numerous steps I the question is i't ------
justif~able to violate the explicit law, which I aSSUl:ue somewhwiee 

along the line, you have pledged to defend, and 'is it ,justi;fia~le 

to make a million pawns as a result of something the meaning 

of which' is not discernible other than that' you ar~protecting .', " 

19 teachers' rightRxx to teach in a particuiai school 
.. "; 

"No', we were protecting more than " ' 

which they don',t really want to ,tea,ch in anymore., ~. 

.. 

.. ~ , 
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SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

19 teachers. Your analogy ·is wrong. It would be something likE 

the president of the united states taking pretty drastic 

action after he had submitted an issue ~X to the united Nations 

and to the World Court and to a lot of xx other places, and 

abided by the decis ion in each case, bu t the other side didn' t, 

:lrn and then decided to take action, that's what we did. Now, 

however, X don't justify it on that basis •. X' justify it on 

the basis of the 'consequences' to the million children of our 

not having taken action, namely, what kind of teachers would thE 

have l),ad in their districts when s'imilar types of vigilantes ana 

extremists would.come forward, which they already have. in 

districts in Brooklyn and in Manhattan, and in Bronx, arid in 

Queens, and come forth and decided tha t this t.eacher can It 

teach because the :kRal~d~Rxs:X teacher' s white, oris black, or' is 

XEa:l<Ix radical, or is not j?uerto Rican 

Mr. Shanker 

or is puerto Rican, or is something else 
you. know that 

! think!! deplore the extremists as much as you do, but 

considering what happened to Columbia University last spring,. 

it seems to me hardly relevant to suppose tha t. extremists were 

invented by Rody McCoy. This is a problem that we'ha-V,e from 

coast to coa~t, and the question really is,how todeal.with 

extremists, and are we prepared to abandon'a beli~fiIl'l~W, 
.' . 

I. won I t say order, because you object. to tha~,butare, .. we 

prepared' to . abandon th~ -rule of law bec'!use you uIli.<I~elysee· 
,'> ',:.>'.", 

a transcendant;' have, a transqendentmoral. apercu on the basis.of 
. "'", " 

,:::', ; ~ :.\,~'2 .. i::~~: ~:0:j~~\:::ci~~~~~:;:~;i.,;~!j0{~,;~~:~,;"-~ 
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SH: 

.' 

BT:T: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

whiCh you simply feel free to take law into your hand. 

Well, if the Mayor of the city had taken the law into his hand,' 

and had properly administeied:j{x it,we wouldn't have had to have 

done that, but I do think that, I agree with you, if, extremism 
or 

was not invented by Rody MaCoy xx Ocean Hill-Brownsville; but 

cer'tainly the success of extremism there would have lent an 

example to every otherdistrict in the school system, and other: 

MCCOYS would have been forthcoming to say that if some teacher 
as 

is here that doesn't agree with me, and XX Judge Rivers' decisiol 

pointed out, he said that <II number of these teachers were 

dismissed merely because they constructively criticized the 

experiment at a Christmas party. 

Okay. Now, let me ask you this: why is it that fear local 

control by Negroes" but don't fear it by whites in Long Island, 

for instance?' 

Oh, I do. I think it's just as rotten by whites. You see, I 

was against states' Rights. I didn't believe that they, in 

community c,ontrol in Mississippi, or Alabama, I don't believe 

it on Long Island, I really don't; I have 

Have you pitched (?) against Plainfield, Long Island ? 

I ha¥e a much better feeling about the Federal Government 

What is it (BOTH TALKING SIMUGTAl"\EOUSLY) that they should all 

Jo~n your union, in Long Island, so that you can see to it 
" they'" 

that/maintain (BOTH TALKING SIMULTANEOUSLY) 

Weil, in Plainfield they are members of our union. 
/ 

• 
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BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SR: 

BU: 

SH: 

. BU: 

Well, wherever it is tha t they're not, or is there such a pla ~~e 

le'ft? . 

Oh, yes. (LAUGHTER) Unfortunately, 

Certainly, I want to d~ know why you 

mos t pla ces . 
youmoved 

say that xR2xm~K2 against 

Ocean Hill-Bx<aNXs:mkxx2x in order to protect the people from 
- . 

abuses, which leads us to suppose that except for your inter-

vention, thL, place would be totalitarianized, and I ask, is' this 

not really, in effect, an anti-black assumption, since YOU're 

not prepared to make the assumption abogt places like, oh, 

scarsdale, say? 

Oh, I'm very prepared to make it about other places, includin\l 

within the city of New York. There is no doubt in my mind th'lt • 

under decentralization that there will be white districts in 

the city of New York who will push out Puerto Rican and black 

teachers from those districts, and that we'll have to take prG-

cisely the same action. There ,are plenty of white extremists 

around. 

yeah, ~XeaHX plenty of white extremists around, and what 

characteristically dOXH the black extremists that you're talking 

about do, and could you explain to us why ,it is ,that you pre-

dieted it would take over the community? These are people who 

n:ibmR teach white hKx hatred and anti-semitism and that s:~x:k 

~ stuff, .arid you predicted they would dominate but for 

your intercession? , 

In Ocean Hill-Brownsville. 

Why? 
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SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

BH: 

I'm not saying that that's gonna be true in every district . 

But, why would they domina te there? 

well, it's pretty obvious¥x what actually happened. I'm not, 

why explain why? ~he fact of' the matter ~X is that in Junior 
you 

High School 271, NR do have¥xHH&xMxx a Mr. Campbell and Mr, 

van who have, who do publish a periodical, and one i!l:lOi;::i::x article 

by Mr. Hatchett, and now a more recent article, both of which 

are ~ quite anti-Semitic. Now, why they are there, and why 

it's coming out of that district, I don;t· thinkthat1s for m,e 

to explain, but certainly I can condemn ,it and certainly I can 

see to it that whenever that sort of an HX±±~X attitude brings 

about the firing pE~ of people, prevents them from teaching the 

truth, as they see it, prevents them from constructively .\ 

criticizing, limits their free speech,. and if we offer arbitratio 

and mediation, and to abide by, decisions of legal authorities 

and if no one steps forth to do anything, then I think we have' • 

no choice but to defend ourselves. 

urohm. Well, I agree that we should all defend ourselves, but I 

normally think of law as the instrument of principal defense,. 

and under the circumstances tend to think that those who,defy· 
.. -

the law, :like ·you and the Ku Klux Klan, .,for instance, show a. 

strategic disrespect for precisely what we most need in order· 
:":." 

to guar~ civilization. 

l: think we ought to have a little.distinc.tioil though between 

the two •. I think that you have the Ku KluxlU~n ~n.d· oth;'rs, who 

. 17-:. ~ .. :.;,'.' . .,. 

, 

.. 

• 
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have violated the law and who have xx tried to destroy the right 

of people , and I think that you have a movement of civil 

disobedience in this-country which::ks: includes the ---
Martin Luther King, and which includes the union movement, 

and which we have violated the law on !2[R occasion, not to 

restrict the rights of people but to expand them. 

BU: Well, I know a few parents with a few children who didn't go 

to school who think that you v-iolated their rights, but let it 

pass. 

SH: well, I can only subject that to a referendum. , 

BREAK 

BU: Mr. Shanker, we have questions from our panel, first from 

Mr. Greenfield, who,;!: suppose total disclosure requires me to 

announce, is an aide to Mayor Lindsay •• 

GR: Right. But that'doesn't affect my 1llS:!2[ position at all. 

BU: _- Thank heavens. 

GR: You kExRx±kE helped elect him,-for which we're eternally grate-

SH: 

GR: 

ful, and I' m sure Mr. Shanker is n ' t. -Mr. Shailkex;, 

Oh, I helped him, too. 

That's right. I know. Both ±x of you can join forces against 

him next time, -if there is a next time. But pass ing by the _-

accusation of extremism in ocean Hil1-Bro~sville, ~i~ceth;at 

and campbell, the two teachers are not RodyMCCOY or oliver,_ --
- and since 70% of the new teach~rs that theyh:i.~edwere white, 

more than half of .t1:1ose Jewish-, let's 

",. '.", . 

.on the': 
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SH: 

GR: 

SH: 

educational aspect of this. As I understand the COlen\a~ Report, 

which you cited, one of the points' it makes is that the 

expenditure of money, also, is not the key educational determinar 

in fact they seem to suggest that there are 'Outside forces which 

play upon a child's experience in school that indicato how he 

can learn and what they are, as you've indicated, seems to be 

some mystery. Your more effective schools program, that the 

United Federation of Teachers has proposed, seems to enlphasize 

facilities, seems to emphasize more money pumped in, team 

teaching, smaller class size!;l,and yet the local control that you 

say is unrelated to educational advancement seems to have been 

the place in New York where real experimentation is boginning. 

Rody McCoy, after the first grade, has begun this end to 

locked-step (?) education, as you MX no doubt know, with this 

new experimental teaching. IS 201 in Harlem was a school where 

they began teaching black history 
, 

What new experiment in teaching? 

The California experiment which is designed to break the locked-

step education and devote the attention of teachers to an 
was· wha,t 

individualized instruction, which I take it/you endorae eaxxX&x 

earlier in this program. 

Yeah, well I think we should not kid ourselves., In ,the first 

place, Coleman didn't say, as I pointed out before, he did, not 

say that money mQI&x doesn't make :tIE[ the difference. What he'did 

say is that money insofar as he was able to measure it, in other 

words, ,if he found some dis,tr:Lcts that spent $600 a child and 

.--.-~ ---~....; 
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GR: 

SH: 

/ 

others $750, that within the range of what is now being spent, 
any 

on p( widespread basis, that you couldn't see very much of an 

effect, and that's ~GXH correct. And in our proposing of more 

effective schools, what we were really say~ng is that N± if we 

wanna prove once and for all that money either does or does not 

make a difference, let's do it W±kx within a range which is 

outside of what's usually done, so that we could find out. In 

other words, double or triple the expenditure, ins tead of 

just changing it by 5 or 10 per cent. 

And, of course, since 1965, there's been more than ten-billion 

dollars in Federal aid, largely pumped into the so-called. 

__________ ~schools. 

Well, most Federal aid has been spread out on' just, this sort of 

a basis, of 5 or 10 per cent, -and, it's not noticeable,_ you 

couldn't see it. I could give along talk on how Federal aid 

has largely been wasted and ha,s been unproductive~ but let me 
" 

go to t1).is question of community control and eXperimentation 

and education. Now, most educational experimentation in this 

country is absolutelY phoney. ,You don't really have educational 

experiments. You know, XJi!:HEt there's a-slogan around that says 

that every educational experiment' ,is doomed to succeed the 
- ....... 

moment it starts. It's all pu1)lic relations., Now, take,~ look 
, . ' ~, 

at Long lsand, where you have 120 districts .YOll could 'take, 

any other suburban, rural or other place. What_youhavether~" 
, , ' --'. 

is not experimentation;Youhave a game ofeducationaJ.musical 

chairs. Ever-y ,three ye~rs the " community decides, thattlle-guy 

• 

• 
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whois ther", , the head guy, is no gOod and they trade him for 

the guy next door,Nn0xsaxakaax who's about to be kicked out 

by that community, and they exchan(Je programs, and the thing 

tha t 's fa iled next door is adopted heremxxg:RxR, there is n ' t 

anything in the way of scientific coritrols or real experimEmtatio 

or real 'evaluation. Has there ever been anything, remember 

Higher Horizons, in New York City, what about teen teaching, 

what about micro-teaching? I can give you a-list of things 

just within the last ten years that's a fantastic list of so-

called educational experiments. Most of them have been proven 

to be educationally irrelevant, and have been dumped by the 

district that started them, five or six or seven years ago, 

and now they're being picked up by other districts. 

:BXl{ BU: Which doesn't mean XR<l!xxof course that the EXXRX next experiment 

is going to be irrelevant. 

SH: No, I'm all in X<l!UXX favor of experiments under control 

BU: every single experiment, yeah, to find a cure for cancer has 

failed. 

SH: Yes, but what I'm against is taking the same failure and moving 

it from patient to patient merely because 'the next guy hasn't 

tried it yet. 

GR: No, no, but the significant 

- SH: You don't have to have 50 people die of the sameexperimerit 
.-,-

after you've concluded 
. ", 

, 

GR: No, now tha t' s one of those _ metie<l!:i: metaphors tha t really isn't 
, 

very helpfulabout rll§: dying 

• 

• 

• 
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SH: 

GR: 

SH: 

GR: 

SH: 

GR: 

SH: 

GR: 

SH: 

GR: 

'SH: 

. ' 
No, I'm not talking about metaphors. 

Yes, you are. You're taiking about dying of the same expe;:iment 

The question is why did it take this mostly black board 201, 

composed of mostly people who have been indisagreement with 

you, and whom you've disagreed with recently, to institute a 

new way of teaching black history. And why has it taken Mr. 

McCoy 

What is the new way of teaching black history? 

It'smo:ktly an idea of letting people have some pride in 

their racial he'ritage. 

No, wait.a:xm::irn:llit:ex What is the new waY?IIlI:K. I'min favor of' 

teaching pride 

That is exactly the new way, Mr. Shanker~ 

No, excuse me, that isn't the new way. 
\ 

It's something that 

It's been done'before, and it's been t~lked about before 

Ocean Hill~Brownsville 

Has it been done in New York before? 

Yes, 'it has. You know who d'id it? Stanley Lisser,' the 

principal whowas kicked out of IS 201,,' his mateJ;'ials are used 

i'n black communities all across' the United states, and he 
, . ' 

developed those_ materials 15 years ago. Now, you shoW-me what's 
. .. '.'. - .,' ". 

being done that's hew. Now, don' t give me public XD relations ~ 

Talk education, and tell me what's really being'donethat's 

a new experiment. 
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BU: 

WI: 

SR: 

BU: 

WI: 

SH: 

WI: 

SH: 

, 
wouldn't. that be hell if we discovered that'whites wrote black 

history'? That's all we need, isn't I t? (LAUGHTER) 

Miss Williams. 

Uh, Mr. Shanker, first of all, I obje\! l:ed to your ;lm:a:x91;C 
with 

analogy XG General Motors, firing SOlliebody who had been working 

satisfactorily for 20 years. The pollit is that unlike GM, the 

New York Schoibl system doesn't work WHisfactorily at all,' and 

I'm sure if GM had it it would probab.J.y close it down <'IS a plant. 

wait. Now on what basis do you say that. it's not working 

satisfactorily? 

In literacy? (?) 

For so many of the things that we've ~lreadydiscussed today, 

the fact that a black kid gets a diplfjlOa from the New York City 

schools:x system, and he 'goes out and 'he tries to get a job, .and 

he finds 

(BOTH TALKING SIMULTANEOUSLY) Yeah, but our method of doing tha t 

isn't unsatisfactory, unless you can vcove that somewhere in thi:2 

world there is a way of doing it satt!;factorily. And there 

isn't 

Well, there is a satisfactory way of :~aching chIldren. 
/ 

There isn't in France, and there isn't in Germany, and: there isn' 

in Rlissia, and there isn't in Israel. Every country. in the 

world has precisely the same problem:;; that we, have in :terms of, 

educa ting the poor, and educating mi~ri ties, <'Ind, you,: can go 
( 

over to England and get the Rill! Plowd% XEpXl&X Report; and you. 

can go allover the world, there are ;u,ports on PXl!m:~e:lal:. 

• 

• 
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precisely the same preblem, And, therefere, den't tell me 
~ 

that we're failing. Welre deing precisely what everybedy at 

the present state ef knewledge knews er deesn't knew hew to. de. 

New, failure ::kID{ implies, new, we can recegnize that we eU9hta 

be deing semething different. But that everybedy sheuld, but 

until and unless yeu can shew me that semeoody has the pill, 

er the cure, er the semething er ether, then the werd failure 

has to. be used in a very specific sense, namely, net as a 

criticism but as a recognitien that change ts necessary. 

WI:· Well, if we can't give the pill, we can . .perhaps-Ieek and SCle 

seme ef the things which are wreng, and try and change thet~e 

1lI11Utx piecemeal, if yeu like. Now, in Hx Jenathan Kizill's (?f 

beek en ~e Besten Scheels' Death at an Early Age, he indictlted 

that ene ef· the main preblems in the scheels, as he saw them, 

were teachers who. had given up en the idea that a black child , 

ceuld be taught. And every day in blatanterinsidieusly fJmall 

ways, they were making these children suffer to. the point Where 

they ceased to. learn. New, it seems to. me that ifyeu're geing 

to. try and change, uh, make any change in. the educatien ef a 

child, in a black cemmunity, that it's impessible as leng Us , 

yeu have peeple teaching with this sert ef an attitude. Anff I 

wender ti if you think that it's pessible to. bring change C!ven 

if :mrliXKX we I re· net talking abeut the ever-all wender. change,-· 

but to. make EGmHX.small change with peeple werking who. have thi~ 

kind ef an attitude? In ether ~aSx werds, was it possible to. 

• 

• 
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SR: 

WI: 

SR: 

avoid the firing of those 19? 19 people in Ocean \\ill-Brownsville 

Well, when you're talking about attitudes, you're talking about 

something that's just very difficult to get at. Iii the first' 

place, 
it 

But ±X isn't/the essential really? 

No, it isn't the essential at all. It really isn't.- You 

measure, you see, I could find you somebody, I cOllld find you 

teachers in my own childhood,xHarxx teaqhers who lo"ld very strong' 

feelings about me, al!d about my people, and they rtidn "t like 

them, but they were crackerjacks and they were tOllgh teachers, 

and I learned in their classes and so did a lot ot other people. 

I'm, not saying that a teacher should dislike, groups, ox: that ., 
they should be bigoted, I don't think they should, And I think 

that we should dc:>, whatever we can to see to it tl;'OIt we have 

teachers that aren't like that. But,I really think this is 

begging the question. You see, the problem, New York city gets 

about 8,000 new teachers each yea r, and some of them 'are 

cbnservative~,and some of them are radicals, and ~ome ~X are of 

different religious and racial groups, and so forth and so on, 

and the interesting thing 'is thatx::iwwithin a few weeks 

practically all the new teachers are doing preci~eiy what the 

x~~hx teachers that they replaced the previous year were 

doing. What I'm saying is that there are certai/jl institutional 

imperatives, things that you ,do because this is the w~y it's 

ol:'ganized. And you know something? It happens ,~-l"i: :smal.l. 

• 

• 

• 
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communities, and big ones, and you walk into a classroom on 

Long Island, an d California and Michigan, and New York, and 

Chicago, or down South, and in spite of ~xxx local control, 

in spite of the tens of thOls.ands of local school districts, 
r 

they use textbooks put out by six companies, they use curriculum • 

BU: 

GA: 

SH: 

materials put out by seven universities, that. in spite of 

local control, or central control, you have a tremendous amount 

of sameness throughout the country. And we're kidding ourselves 

if we think tha t the mere size of the dist'rict is gonnamake 

any difference on that. 

Mr. Gaynor. 

Mr. Shanker, Xx earlier in this program you said that I'm in 

the business of trying to see that children get educated. 

Well, as we all know, not very many children got educated this 

fall. What are your plans for the future of New York children? 

will. they be able to complete a year of education next year? 

Or are they doomed to recurring episodes of your dictatorial whir 

Well, that's fair question. (LAUGHTER) I hope that you'll have 
the 

I chance to put the Mayor on this seat and ask him that question. 

BU: 'Yeah, but would you close the schools again, if another 19 

teachers, I think it's an ::i:HXlRxs:x::i:x interesting point. Or is' 

there in effect a limit beyond which you won.' t go in retal ia tion, 

or are you prepared,xl8l let's '~ay, te'cl~se schools forever, 

if Mr. McCoy does this kind of thing again? 

SH: . Well, forever sounds rather unreasonable. 

• 
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BU: 

SH: 

BU: 

SH: 

I know. (LAUGHTER) 

we've agreed to a particular procedure for the future, and it's 

a procedure which essentially involves outside. arbitration. 

Now, if tomorrow the Mayor of the City of New York should 

turn around and say well it's true that I signed that document 

and I agreed to it, but now, I'm once again gonna break my 

word, then I would say that there would be a very good chance 

that the schools would be shut down again. 

NFlHMX Umhm. And, so on, right? 

Yes. ~at just means don't blame me, you should just-put all 

possible presBure on the Mayor to make sure that xk he doesn't 

break his word again. 

BHXX BU: Thank you very much, Mr. Shanker. Thank you all. 

THEME 

END OF TAPE 
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